A novel gene member of the human glycophorin A and B gene family. Molecular cloning and expression.
A new gene closely related to the glycophorin A (GPA) and glycophorin B (GPB) genes has been identified in the normal human genome as well as in that of persons with known alterations of GPA and/or GPB expression. This gene, called glycophorin E (GPE), is transcribed into a 0.6-kb message which encodes a 78-amino-acid protein with a putative leader peptide of 19 residues. The first 26 amino acids of the mature protein are identical to those of M-type glycophorin A (GPA), but the C-terminal domain (residues 27-59) differs significantly from those of glycophorins A and B (GPA and GPB). The GPE gene consists of four exons distributed over 30 kb of DNA, and its nucleotide sequence is homologous to those of the GPA and GPB genes in the 5' region, up to exon 3. Because of branch and splice site mutations, the GPE gene contains a large intron sequence partially used as exons in GPA and GPB genes. Compared to its counterpart in the GPB gene, exon 3 of the GPE gene contains several point mutations, an insertion of 24 bp, and a stop codon which shortens the reading frame. Downstream from exon 3, the GPE and the GPB sequences are virtually identical and include the same Alu repeats. Thus, it is likely that the GPE and GPB genes have evolved by a similar mechanism. From the analysis of the GPA, GPB and GPE genes in glycophorin variants [En(a-), S-s-U- and Mk], it is proposed that the three genes are organized in tandem on chromosome 4. Deletion events within this region may remove one or two structural gene(s) and may generate new hybrid structures in which the promoter region of one gene is positioned upstream from the body of another gene of the same family. This model of gene organization provides a basis with which to explain the diversity of the glycophorin gene family.